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Application May 13, 1938, Seria No. 207,724 

14 Claims. (CI. 139-11) 

This invention relates to looms for weaving 
textile materials and to methods of weaving and 
articles produced thereby. - The invention is 
especially useful in the production of formed 
articles, especially those having three dimensional 
characteristics, such as gloves, shoes and others 
of complex shapes. 

Chief objects are to provide a loom for weaving 
such articles with a minimum of required trim 
ming of the article, and therefore with a mini 
mum of waste, and to provide for weaving the 
article directly to shape, even though it be of 
complex contour, as in the case of a footwear 
upper, for example, and with a minimum of 
Subsequent sewing operations. 
A more specific object is to provide for the 

elimination of wind-up or other mechanism 
which heretofore has had the disadvantage of 
SO tensioning the woven fabric that the operation 
has been limited to the weaving of flat fabric. 
Accordingly it is an object to provide such free 
dom of the woven material that articles of com 
plex contour may be woven with facility. 
These and other objects will appear from the 

following description, and the accompanying 
drawings. 
Of the drawings: - 
Fig. 1 is an end-elevation of a loom embodying 

the apparatus of the invention in its preferred 
form, parts being broken away. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same parts being 
broken away, the warp supply mechanism being 
broken away. - 

Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation of the same taken 
on lines 3-3 of Fig. 2, parts being broken away. 3 

Fig. 4 is a sectional elevation taken on line 
4-4 of Fig. 2, parts being broken away. 

Fig. 5 is a detail view of the selvage thread 
shuttle mechanism. w - 

Fig. 6 is a Sectional view taken on line 6-6 
of Fig. 5. - 

Fig. 7 is a detail view showing selvage thread 
shuttle with the filler needle in its most advanced 
position with the filler threaded therethrough. 

Fig. 8 is a detail:Side view of the shuttle. 
Fig. 9 is a detail view of the Selvage thread 

shuttle and the filler needle, illustrating how 
the filler is cast over the selvage thread shuttle 
at each pick. 

Fig. 10 is a plan view of the shuttle showing 
the loop of filler being cast thereover. 

Fig. 11 is a perspective detail view showing 
the heddle mechanism and the pattern cam, 
parts being broken away and parts shown in 
Section. - 5 5 
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Fig. 12 is a sectional elevation of the heddle 
mechanism, parts being broken away, the heddles 
being shown in one shed-forming position. 

Fig. 13 is a similar view somewhat simplified 
by omission of parts, showing the heddles in a 
succeeding shed-forming position. 

Fig. 14 is a view of two of the heddles to an 
enlarged scale, showing the partially completed 
fabric and illustrating the use of the heddles to 
beat up the filler. - 
Fig.15 is a detailplan view of the operating ends 

of the heddles, the filler needle, and the partially 
completed fabric, the parts being shown in posi 
tion assumed by them as the needle advances 
a succeeding loop of filler. . . . . . 

Fig. 16 is a similar view with the selvage thread 
looped through the filler loop and the needle 
returning. - - - - 

Fig. 17 is a similar view with the needle fully 
Withdrawn. 

Fig. 18 is a plan view of a piece of unfinished 
fabric of varying width leaving the heddles, and 
showing how the selvage thread may replace 
the filler in the margin of the woven material. 

Fig. 19 is a developed diagram of the operating 
cams illustrating the cycle of movements. 

Fig. 20 is a plan view of a pattern can for pros 
ducing a glove such as that illustrated in Fig. 23. 
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Fig. 21 is a plan view of a pattern cam for 
producing the shoe upper of Fig. 25. 

Fig. 22 is a similar view of a pattern cam for 
producing the helical fabric of Fig. 27. 

Fig. 23 is a plan view of a finished woven 
glove, the dot and dash lines indicating the divi 
sion of the weaving operations. 

Fig. 24 is a rear view of the same. 
Fig. 25 is a perspective view of a finished shoe 

upper, the dot and dash lines indicating the divi 
sion of the weaving operations. 

Fig. 26 is a view of the opposite side of the shoe 
upper. 
Fig.27 is a perspective view of a helical strip 

of frabric woven according to the invention. 
Referring to the drawings: . . . . . . 

The numerals 0, designate the side frame 
members of the loom on which a main cam shaft 
12, an auxiliary camshaft 13, and a counter 
shaft 4, are rotatably mounted parallel to each 
other. An electric motor 5, supplied by electric 
current from any convenient source, has a pulley 
f6 which drives the countershaft 4 at a reduced 
speed through a pulley T fixed to shaft 4 and a 
belt 8. Countershaft 4 has a pulley f 9 fixed 
thereto, which drives cam shaft 2 at a reduced 

5 speed by means of a pulley 20, fixed thereto, and 

  



2 
a belt 21. Auxiliary cam shaft i3 is driven at 
half the speed of cam shaft 2 from that shaft 
by a sprocket 22, fixed to the camshaft, a 
sprocket 23 fixed to the auxiliary can shaft and 
a chain 24. 
The machine includes means for individually 

tensioning a series of warp threads and a Series 
of individual heddles, one for each warp thread, 
which are operated in alternate groups to form 
a shed for receiving the filler thread and are 
also used to force the filler into place in the 
woven fabric without the use of the usual comb 
or beater mechanism. 

Provision is made for eliminating the usual 
wind-up mechanism so that little or no tension 
need be applied to the largest part of the Woven 
material and so that consequently the Woven 
material will be free to adjust itself, which facili 
tates the weaving of complicated shapes. 
To support the heddles an L-shaped bar 25 

(see Fig. 12) is mounted across the machine and 
fixed to the frame members 0, . The bar is 
slotted vertically at regular intervals to receive 
a series of sheet metal partition plates 26 which 
are welded or otherwise affixed to the bar in the 
slots to define a series of stalls within which the 
heddles are guided. The heddles each comprise 
a thin sheet metal bar 27 having an aperture or 
heddle eye 28 at its upper extremity. The hed 
dles are all pivoted on a rod 29 which extends 
through aligned partition plates 26. A rod 30 
extends along the margins of the partitions and 
is affixed thereto to assist in holding them in 
proper spaced relation and also acts as a stop to 
limit rotative movement of the heddles about 
the pivot rod 29. The lower ends of the heddles, 
below. the pivot rod 29. are shorter and of less 
weight than their upper ends and the heddles are 
at all times inclined to the vertical so that they 
naturally lie in lowered position. Their lower 
ends are tapered on one edge at an acute angle 
to their length. So as to provide substantial ver 
tical pushing faces 3 to receive pressure to tilt 
the heddles to raised position. 
The heddle pushing or shedding mechanism 

includes a pusher carriage 32 slidably mounted 
on the machine frame members 0, if for motion 
lengthwise of the machine toward and from the 
heddles. The carriage is actuated by a cam 33 
fixed to camshaft 2 and engaging rollers 34, 35 
mounted on a sliding carriage 36. Levers 37, 37a 
are pivoted on the frame members 0, by rod 
38. Their upper extremities are pivotally at 
tached to the carriage 32 at 39, 39a and they are 
engaged therebetween by the carriage 36 to 
which they are pivoted at 40. Carriage 32 Sup 
ports a bar 4 extending cross-wise of the loom 
and channeled on its under side, as at 42. 

Slidably supported on one end by the bar 25, 
and supported at the other end as hereinafter 
explained, and located under each heddle is a 
heddle-pusher 43, there being one for each hed 
dile. Each heddle pusher comprises a thin strip 
of sheet metal formed at its heddle engaging end 
With a heddle lowering surface 44 and a heddle 
pushing surface 45 separated by a clearance 
notch 46, and at its opposite end with a raised 
projection 47 adapted to be engaged by a shoul 
der of the bar 4 defining the groove 42 to ad 
Vance the heddle-pusher to elevate its heddle. 
Each ... heddle pusher is normally held with its 
projection 47 depressed so as not to be engaged 
by the bar 4 by a spring 48 mounted on a bar 
49 fixed to the frame of the machine, there being 
one spring for each heddle pusher. 
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2,247,760 
To provide for raising alternate heddles in 

groups, as in plain Weaving, a Swinging lift pin 
guide 50 is pivoted at 5, 52 to the frame of the 
loom by a rod 53. A cam 54 fixed to shaft 3 
contacts a lever 55 which is pivoted to the frame 
of the loom at 56. A link 57 pivotally connects 
the upper end of the lever 55 to the lift pin guide 
at 58, the arrangement being such that the lift 
pin guide swings in One direction and remainS 
stationary during the insertion of one pick of 
filler, then swings in the Opposite direction and 
remains stationary during the succeeding pick. 
The lift pin guide 50 has two parallel rows of 
holes for guiding a number of push pins 59. 
Each push pin is formed with a loop at its upper 
end which straddles the rod 53 and has its lower 
end extending through an aperture in the guide 
50. Every alternate pin extends through a hole 
in the same row, the others extending through 
the remaining row. Each heddle pusher 43 rests 
on the looped portion of one push pin 59. 
Below the push pin guide is a stationary bar 

60 arranged crosswise of the loom. The bar 60 
is formed with a single row of apertures, one for 
each heddle, in which contact pins 60a are 
mounted to slide vertically. A leaf spring 60b 
bears upon a contact pin and holds it in de 
pressed position, there being an individual leaf 
spring for each contact pin. In the Swinging 
movement of the push rod guide .50, one set of 
push rods. 59 is aligned over contact pins 60a 
during one pick and the other set of push rods 
is aligned thereover. during a succeeding pick, 
the arrangement being such that raising of all 
the contact pins will elevate every other heddle 
pusher during one pick so that such heddle push 
ers engage the groove in bar 4? and elevate alter 
nate heddles, and during the next pick, the re 
maining push pins Will be lifted, raising the re 
maining heddles. 
To provide for selectively lifting the heddles 

in prearranged order whereby to control the 
shape of the Woven article, a rectangular frame 
6 is mounted on the frame members ?o, if and 
Comprises a pair of side members 62, 63, having 
racks 62d, 63a, slidably mounted thereon, and a 
cross member 64 is connected to said racks. A 
table 65 is pivoted at one end thereof on cross 
member 64. A pair of rollers 66, 67 are mounted 
in bearings, fixed to a bar 68 which is vertically 
moveable so as to rest upon a pair of similar 
cams 70, if fixed to cam drum 7 mounted on 
shaft 2. The bar 68 is fixed to a pair of arms 
pivoted at 69 to frame members 0 and . The 
arrangement is such that at each revolution of 
camshaft. 2 the table 65 is in raised position 
during 70 degrees of rotation of the can shaft 
and is in lowered position during 260 degrees 
thereof. The movement of the table 65 is such 
that at no position does it contact the pins 69a, 
Which are Spaced therefrom at such a distance 
that when a template 72 is fixed to the table, 
any of the pins 69a above the template will be 
raised when the table 65 is raised so as to lift 
the corresponding heddle pushers 43 to a posi 
tion where they will engage the bar 4 in its 
forward movement, thereby raising the corre 
Sponding heddies. 
The template 72 may be of any desired shape. 

To provide for advancing the table 65 step by 
step as the weaving progresses, and thereby to 
control the shed at each pick, a shaft 73 is 
mounted CrOSS-Wise of the loon and is rotatable 
in bearings fixed to the frame members 0, . 
Fixed to shaft 3 are a pair of pinions 74, 75, 
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adapted to engage the rack teeth. On members 
62a, 63a, and a ratchet wheel 76. A crank TT 
is also fixed to the shaft and provides means for 
manually advancing or returning the table 65. 
- A ratchet lever 78 is pivoted on shaft 3 and 
carries a spring pressed pawl 78a which may be 
turned into a plurality of positions to feed the 
ratchet wheel 6 in either direction. The lever 
8 receives a rocking motion from a can 79 which 
engages a roller 80, mounted on a push rod. 8 
pivotally attached to lever 78 between nuts 82, 
83 engaging a threaded portion of the lever, 
whereby the radius of the pivoted connection 
may be adjusted to control the arc of feed. The 
arrangement is such that the table is fed the 
width of one pick just before the table is elevated 
to raised position, and by reversing the ratchet 
pawl, the table may be fed in a reverse direction. 
The warp threads 85 are individually wound 

on Spools 86 supported by a creel 87 and travel 
through guides 88, 89 over a series of parallel 
rods 90 to the weaving position where they are 
guided under a rod 9 which determines the ex 
tent of the shed. Between the rods 90, take-up 
weights 92 are hung, one on each Warp thread 
to apply a fixed tension to the thread and to 
eliminate slack therein. Each warp is passed 
from under the rod 9 through the eye 28 of its 
heddle. The arrangement is such that each warp 
is kept taut whether or not it is being woven 
into the fabric at the moment. 
The filler thread is manipulated through the 

shed by a needle 100 which is manipulated as 
follows: Extending laterally from the loom frame 
is a wing frame fo?, supporting a rail 2. A 
carriage 03 is slidably mounted thereon. A rail 
O4 is mounted on the machine frame parallel 

to rail 02. A carriage 05 slidably mounted on 
rail 04, carries a roller which engages in a groove 
06 in a cam drum 07 fixed to shaft 2. By 

rotation of the drum, the carriage is caused to 
reciprocate along the rail O4. A shaft 8 is 
journaled in bearings formed on the rail fo4 
with its axis extending warp-wise. A pinion f O9 
and a rope drum f O. are fixed thereon. A pair 
of guide pulleys f, if 2 are rotatably mounted 
on the frame at opposite ends of the rail. A 
drive rope. f 3 extends twice around the drum 

O to which it is attached at one point, and ex 
tends around the guide pulleys fff, f2, to pro 
vide a free reach parallel to the rail 2, to which 
the carriage 03 is attached. A rack bar 4 is 
fixed to the carriage 05 and engages the pinion 
f09. The arrangement is such that rotation of 
cam drum Oil reciprocates carriage 03. The 
needle 100 is positioned to be driven back and 
forth through the shed, and is guided by grooved 
guide pulleys 5, 6 rotatably mounted on the 
machine frame. The weft or filler thread 
is drawn from a supply spool 8 and then 
through a tension f 9, and is threaded through 
an eye 20 near the point of the needle. At 
each pick, a loop of filler thread is passed through 
the shed, where it is engaged by a selvage thread 
as hereinafter explained, the needle returning to 
form a succeeding loop. 
A plate 2 is rigidly mounted on the frame 

of the loom opposite to the needle operating 
mechanism and has an aperture f22 through 
which the point of the needle passes. A tubular 
bearing 23 is fixed to the center of the plate and 
a shaft 24 is rotatably mounted therein. Fixed 
to this shaft are a pinion 25 and a crank arm 
26. A cam 27 fixed to shaft 2 actuates a lever 
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at 29 and carries a roller 30 adapted to engage 
the cam. A rack bar f3 is pivotally connected 
to the end of lever 28, as at 32 and its rack 
teeth engage the pinion 25, a roller 33 being ro 
tatably mounted on plate 2 to guide the rack 
and keep it engaged with the pinion. The ar 
rangement is such that the arm 26 is rotated 
a full revolution in one direction and then a full 
revolution in the opposite direction. 
A looper 34, comprising a substantially cir 

cular disc, having a notch 35 in its periphery 
defining a looper hook 36 is rotatably mounted 
between a set of grooved guide pulleys 37 with 
its center in alignment with shaft 24. The 
pulleys 3 are arranged in pairs to readily span 
the notch 35, and are rotatably supported by 
plate 2 in such a position that the periphery 
of the looper disc is substantially close to the 
needle 100. Mounted upon the looper disc is a 
bracket 38 which carries a bobbin Shaft 39 
in which a bobbin 40 of selvage thread is rotat 
ably mounted. A tension brake 4 on the end 
of the bobbin shaft, bears against the bobbin to 
prevent overrun thereof. A guard 42 partially 
enclosed the bobbin and is fixed to the looper 
disc. Apertures 43 provide tension means and 
guides through which the thread may be with 
drawn. Guide rolls 44, 45 are rotatably 
mounted on the looper disc and guard, respec 
tively, to reduce friction on the thread. A guide 
f46, for the needle, is fixed to the frame of the 
loom. The arrangement is such that as the 
needle 00 reaches its most advanced position, the 
hook 36 of the looper picks up the filler thread 
fill, and drawing a loop 48 therefrom, casts 
it Over the entire looper plate so as to entwine 
it about the selvage thread f49. The looper is 
driven by a pin 47 on the arm f 26 which loosely 
fits in the notch 35, thereby permitting the 
loop to pass entirely over the looper. The cam. 
27 is made of such contour as momentarily to 
reverse the motion of the pin 47 at the end of 
the rotative movement of the looper and thereby 
to provide clearance for the thread between the 
pin and the notch 35. This is indicated in the 
cam diagram of Fig. 19. As the needle is with 
drawn, a loop of the Selvage thread is drawn 
through the guide 46 by the loop of filler thread 
about which it is entwined. 
The reach of the filler thread between the 

tension f9 and the eye of the needle is kept 
under constant tension so as to draw the selvage 
thread into the weave. By increasing this ten- - 
Sion the filler loop may be drawn tight enough 
to pull the selvage thread into the weave in the 
form of loops, as shown in Fig. 18... Such a con 
struction has certain advantages in that acci 
dental cutting of the selvage thread does not 
release the loop of filler thread and where a 
Selvage thread of contrasting color is employed, 
a border of contrasting color may be woven in 
the fabric. To provide such tension on the filler 
thread, a weighted take-up 50 is located between 
a thread guide. 5 and the tension 9, and the 
thread f is passed under a pulley 52 on the 
take up, and over a pulley 53 adjacent the thread 
guide 5. A convenient method of weighting 
the take up is by pressure applied thereto by com 
pressed air. For this purpose, a cylinder 54 is 
fixed to the frame of the loom. A piston 55 
slidably mounted therein is attached to a rod 56 
which is fixed to the take up weight 50. The 
upper end of the cylinder is closed by a stuffing 
box 57, the lower end being open to the atmos 

arm 28 which is pivoted to the frame of the loom 75 phere. A pipe f58 connects the upper end of the 

  



4. 
cylinder to a source of compressed air or other 
pressure filuid. - 
Due to the absence of any means for beaning 

or otherwise withdrawing the finished fabric, the 
fabric may proceed in any direction from the 
forming position. This is of advantage in Weav 
ing articles in which the Weaving proceeds in 
different planes. Articles of complicated con 
struction, such as the glove of Fig. 23, the Shoe 
upper of Fig. 25, or the helical strip of Fig. 27 
may be woven in a continuous operation by 
weaving successive adjoining areas thereof. in 
succession with the Warp threads extending 
continuously through adjacent areas in which 
the Warps extend in different directions, and the 
filler thread being also continuous throughout 
adjacent sections. Due to the independent take 
ups. on the warp threads and the template Con 
trol of the operation of the heddles, Warps may 
be worked into one section, dropped during the 
weaving of a second and picked up during the 
weaving of a third section adjacent the first. 

Figs. 20, 21 and 22 illustrate the forms of 
templates 72 which may be affixed to the table 65 
to control the heddles in weaving the articles il 
lustrated in Figs. 23, 25 and 27, respectively. In 
weaving the article of Fig. 23 which is a glove 
having overlapped fingers, a template Such as 
that illustrated in Fig. 20 is attached to the 
table and fed through the loom in the direction 
indicated by the arrow. As the portion of the 
template marked G0 passes under the heddle 
raising mechanism, the loom starts at the Wrist 
of the back of the glove and Weaves up the back 
to the tip of the index finger, certain Warps being 
dropped at 6 on line 6 a. of the glove, and 
others being dropped at 62 at line 62d of the 
glove. As the part 63 passes through the loom, 
the inside face of the index finger is Woven. At 
line 64 of the template certain Warps are 
dropped on line 64d of the glove While at line 
i85 certain warps dropped during the weaving 
of the back of the index finger are picked up 
and the back of the index finger is started against 
the last pick utilizing such Warps. In Similar 
manner Weaving proceeds up the back of One 
finger, then down the front thereof, the portion 
f 66::forming the back of the middle finger, the 
part 67, the front thereof, the part 68 forming 
the back of the fourth finger, the part 69 the 
front thereof, the part 70 forming the back of 
the little finger and the part the front thereof. 
At line 2, corresponding to line 64d. On the 
face of the glove, the Warps comprising the 
fronts of all the fingers are picked up. At line 
73% of the template, the remaining Warps are 

picked up and others are dropped at 4. The 
inside of the thumb is woven and controlled by 
part 5. The outside of the thumb is then woven 
and controlled by part 76. At line i77, all the 
warps are picked up and the part 8 completes 
the glove by Weaving to the wrist over the palm. 
Whenever the edges of the article are parallel 
to the warps, the front and back of the glove 
Will not be united but may be sewed. 
In Weaving the helical article of Fig. 27 the 

template shown in Fig. 22 may be used. As the 
template is moved through the loom in the direc 
tion of the arrow, the number of heddles raised, 
and therefore the width of the fabric, increases 
from the point 80 of the template until the point 
18 reaches the heddle lifting pins. Thereafter 
warps are dropped progressively until the point 
f82 of the template is included. A triangular sec 
tor of the fabric is now COripleted. A new sector 
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is then Wovenin similar manner on the same 
Warps and due to the individual take-ups on the 
Warps, the new Sector is WOWen directly against 
the preceding one, the warps changing direction 
at the margin of the first sector Weaving may 
be continued in similar manner throughout any 
desired length of fabric 
In weaving the shoe upper of Fig. 25 the tem 

plate of Fig. 21 is employed. As the template 
moves through the loom in the direction of the 
ai'i'OW, the toe cap segment of the shoe marked 
i85 is WOWen with the warps extending lengthwise 
of the foot, by the part 85a of the template. 
Next the tongue 86 is woven by the part 86a 
of the template. The vamp segment 87 is then 
woven against the toe cap segment by the part 
f8a of the template. The segments 88, 89, and 
90 are then woven against each other in succes 

sion, by the parts 88a, 89a, 90a of the template 
to form a strip which may be later doubled upon 
itself and sewed together to form a lacing wing 
of the shoe. The quarter segment 9 is woven 
thereagainst by the part 9 a. of the template. 
All of the warps employed in weaving the first 
lacing Wing and quarter segment are then dropped 
and warps for forming the second lacing wing 
are picked up, the second side of the vamp in 
cluding the vamp segment 92 and the wing seg 
ments 93, 94 and 95 being woven against the 
toe cap segment by the parts f 92a, 193a, 94a, 
and 95a of the template. The remaining quarter 
Segment 38 is woven thereagainst by the part 
98a of the template. The warps used in con 

structing the second lacing wing and quarter seg 
ment are now dropped and the tab f$7 is woven 
on the Warps extending from the tongue, from 
which the tab may be cut later, by the part 97a, 
of the template. As the tab is completed, the 
warps laterally thereof extending from the quar 
ter segments, are picked up in succession, con 
trolled by the part f98a of the template, and the 
heel Segment 98 is woven against the quarter 
segments 9t, f26, the warps extending vertically 
of the Shoe and the weaving terminating in a 

- margin. Which may be turned under the sole and 
concealed by the heel of the finished shoe. 
Other formed articles may be woven in similar 

manner by providing templates therefor. The 
templates may be changed without disturbing the 
adjustment of the loom and without appreciable 
expenditure of time. The template supporting. 
table may be fed in either direction and in some 
CaSeS articles may be woven by feeding a tem 
plate in one direction and then in the other 
direction in succession to produce a single article. 
I claim: 
1. A loom comprising a plurality of heddles for 

Shedding the Warps, said heddles being mounted 
to cross one another in scissors fashion and being. 
effective to pack the wefts by contact of the hed 
dles with the wefts at the fell of the fabric during 
Such crossing, and means for passing the weft 
through the shed. 

2. A loom comprising a plurality of warp-con 
trolling heddles, each having oblique weft pack 
ing Surfaces, said heddles being mounted to cross 
One another in Scissors fashion, and means for 
controlling the movement of the heddles to form 
successive sheds, said heddles being effective to 
pack the Wefts successively in the warps by con 
tact of said surfaces with the wefts at the fell 
of the fabric. 

3. A loom comprising a series of heddles each 
adapted to control a single Warp, each heddle 
comprising a pivoted blade having a heddle eye 
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... in its operating tip, a heddle pusher slidably 
mounted to engage each heddle, a pattern cam 

. adapted to control the rise of the heddies, means 
for actuating a group of heddles in their rising 
movement, and means controlled by said pattern 
Cam for bringing heddle pushers into the path of 
said actuating means. - 

4. A loom comprising a series of heddles each 
adapted to control a single warp, each heddle 
comprising a pivoted blade having a heddle eye 
in its operating tip, a plurality of heddle pushers 
slidably mounted One to engage each heddle, a 
spattern can adapted to control the rise of the 
heddles, means for collectively actuating a group 
of heddles in their rising movement by pressure 
applied through said heddle pushers, means actu 
ated by said pattern cam for Selectively moving 
individual heddle pushers into the path of said 
actuating means, and means for alternately caus 
ing said pattern-cam actuated means to be in 
operative as to the odd and even heddles in the 
set during succeeding heddle raising movements. 

5. A loom comprising a plurality of heddles 
each comprising a blade pivoted for edgewise 
motion and having a single heddle eye at a posi 
tion remote from its pivot, adjacent blades being 
mounted to Swing past each other in Scissors 
fashion in their shed forming movements, and 
Weft beating Surfaces on each blade inclined to 
their direction of motion and directly adjacent 
the heddle eye therethrough and operable at the 
fell of the fabric for directly engaging the lay 
and forcing it into proper position in the fabric 
Simultaneous with the forming of the succeeding 
shed. 

6. A loom comprising a plurality of independ 
ent warp manipulating heddles arranged in line 
across the loom and each having a warp guide 
for controlling Warps, reciprocating actuator 
means for simultaneously operating a plurality 
of Said heddles in their shed forming movements, 
a pattern template, means for advancing said 
template step by step between shedding opera 
tions, individual contact means between each 
heddle and Said template and Controlled by the 
position and shape of said template to position 
groups of heddles in said line for engagement by 
said actuator means, and means for Successively 
disconnecting alternate heddles in said line from 
said contact means during Successive shedding 
operations. 

7. A loom comprising a plurality of independent 
warp manipulating heddles arranged in line 
across the loom and each having a Warp guide 
and a beating Surface directly adjacent thereto 
and operable at the fell of the fabric to position 
a weft, reciprocating actuator means for simul 
taneously operating a plurality of Said heddles in 
their shed forming and beating movements, a 
pattern template, means for advancing said tem 
plate step by step between shedding operations, 
individual contact means between each heddle 
and said template and controlled by the position 
and shape of said template to position groups of 
heddles in said line for engagement by said 
actuator means, and means for successively dis 
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connecting alternate. heddles in said line from . 
said contact means during successive shedding 
Operations. 

8. A loom comprising a plurality of independent 
Warp manipulating heddles arranged in line 
across the loom and each having a Warp guide 
for controlling warps, reciprocating actuator 
means for simultaneously operating a plurality of 
said heddles in their shed forming movements, a 
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pattern template, means for advancing said tem 
plate in either direction step by step between 
shedding operations for reversing the pattern in 
Successive blocks of Weaving, individual contact 
means between each heddle and said template 
and Controlled by the position and shape of said 
template to position groups of heddles in said 
line for engagement by said actuator means, and 
means for successively disconnecting alternate 
heddles in said line from said contact means dur 
ing successive shedding Operations. 

9. A loom comprising a plurality of independent 
warp manipulating heddles arranged in line 
across the loom and each having a warp guide 
for controlling warps, reciprocating actuator 
means for simultaneously operating a plurality 
of said heddles in their shed forming movements, 
a pattern template, means for advancing said 
template Step by Step between shedding opera 
tions, individual contact means between each 
heddle and said template and controlled by the 
position and shape of said template to position 
groups of heddles in said line for engagement by 
Said actuator means, means for intermittently 
advancing said template into engagement with 
Said contact means between its step by step move 
ments and for Withdrawing it from contact dur 
ing Such Step by Step movements, and means for 
successively disconnecting alternate heddles in 
said line from Said contact means during succes 
sive shedding Operations. 

10. In a loom comprising shedding mechanism 
for manipulating warp threads, a needle for in 
serting a loop of filler yarn through a shed, and 
a looper for entWining a Selvage yarn through 
Successive loops of the Weft yarn, means for ro 
tating the looper through a complete revolution 
at each pick to cast the looper yarn through the 
loop of filler advanced by the needle, said rotat 
ing means comprising a driving pin loosely en 
gaging a slot in the looper for driving purposes, 
and means to reverse the rotation of the looper 
at the end of its revolution a sufficient amount to 
provide clearance for the loop of filler to pass 
Over Said looper along said pin. 

11. In a loom comprising shedding mechanism 
for manipulating warp threads, a needle for in 
serting loops of filler yarn through successive 
sheds of the warp from one margin thereof, and 
a looper for entwining a selvage yarn through 
Said loops, means for tensioning the filler yarn, 
said means comprising a fluid pressure cylinder, 
a piston in said cylinder, a tension pulley at 
tached to Said piston and engaging a loop of the 
filler thread, and means for supplying pressure to 
said cylinder to maintain the loop of filler yarn 
under Constant tension. 

12. A loom comprising a support for a flat 
template, a plurality of vertically movable pusher 
pins adapted to be held in their upper positions 
by a flat template upon said support, a plurality 
of heddles pivoted for operation in scissors 
fashion, and a plurality of heddle pushers posi 
tionable in operative condition by said pusher 
pins in the upper positions of the latter. 

13. A loom for weaving a formed article, said 
loom comprising a plurality of single eye heddles 
each controlling a single warp and adapted to 
draw the warps about the picks without restrict 
ing the movement of the woven material beyond 
the Shedding position, individual tensioning 
means for each warp, template means for con 
trolling movements of the heddles in a desired 
program of shed forming operations, needle 
means for inserting a filler of successive picks in 
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- the form of loops of weft material each extend 
sing through a single shed, and means for entwin 
sing a selvage thread with the successive loops of 
weft material as they are laid to Secure them in 
place. 

14. A loom for weaving a formed article, said 
loom iconiaprising individual Supply means for 
each warp, individual tension means for keeping 
each warp free from slack between its supply 
means and a -shedding position, a plurality of 
heddles each having an eye adapted to guide a 
isingle warp at the shedding position and formed 
and arranged to manipulate said warps at such 
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positions to form a succession of sheds for re 
ceiving Successive picks of filler material, and to 
draw said warps about the picks without restrict 
ing the movement of the WOven material beyond 
the shedding position, shedding means adapted 
to actuate said, heddles in consecutive similar 
movements of alternate heddles to form a succes 
sion of sheds, pattern means for modifying the 
Shedding movements of individual heddles to con 
trol the shape of the article, and needle means 
for inserting loops of weft material between the 
warps of Successive sheds. 
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